I nstalling the trampoline

1. The frame is mounted first. First lay the tubes in
the correct order on the grass (or any other soft
surface). It works easier this way.

2. After that the trampoline mat is attached to the
frame, but it has to be done in a parallel way. So:
do not attach all springs on one side at the same
time. Otherwise you would need extreme force to
attach the last springs.

3. Some trampolines are supplied with a spring tool.
With this tool you can easily stretch the springs
and hook them to the frame. If you do not have a
spring tool, you could use another trampoline
spring for this purpose.

4. After that the protective pad can be placed and attached.
Make sure that the protective pad has indentations for the legs.
These actually have to fit snugly to the legs on all sides.

I nstalling the safety net
The aim of a safety net is to support the coordination when jumping.
So it is absolutely not meant to jump into or to bounce back from!
1. Adjust the lower part of the twopart pole of the
safety net.
Some safety nets are supplied with an adjustable
foot. If you do not have this you can use any
other firm object of about 20 cm (for instance a
brick). The pole has to be attached to the trampoline
with two Uhooks. Try to place them as far apart as
possible for the sake of solidity.

2. If the lower parts of the pole of the safety net have been
attached to all trampoline legs, the net can be spread out
on the trampoline.

3. The upper part of the pole can now be attached to the top
of the safety net with a clip system.

4. If sleeves are provided, now raise the sleeves on the upper
part of the pole.

5. Then place the upper part (including the net) on the lower part of
the pole which has already been attached. Repeat this until the
complete safety net has been installed.
6. Uw veiligheidsnet is gereed!

